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Life4Kids Canada Journal 

Report from Nairobi 

Life4Kids Executive Director Jane reports that 
the children and staff are doing well. 

Three of the youngest boys "graduated" 

The Little Kids 

The kids are on a long school break (vacation). This 
has been a challenging year for them at school. 
Because of the extensive time missed due to COVID, 
the schools had a strenuous curriculum to catch up 
on lost time. On April 25th, the boys will all advance to 
higher grades. 

 

A party and cake for the graduating little boys 

Two of the boys have completed the Grade 8 national 
exams and await their results. 

 

The Big Boys 

One of the boys has completed his trades training. 
Two boys are doing their final secondary school 
exams. 

Life in Kenya 

Costs have risen dramatically, in large part due to the 
situation in Eastern Europe. Daily commodities and 
food are becoming increasingly expensive. This is 
affecting our Life4Kids budget. 

Visitors from Norway 

Two members of the Norway Board and the Advisory 
Board, (Richard and Lena), visited the Life4Kids 
home in Nairobi in early March.  They report that the 
kids are jovial, smiling, and busy. They advise that the 
atmosphere at the home is good, that Jane is doing 
an excellent job, that the staff is high quality and that 
the staff have a heart for the boys. Their conclusion 
was that “it works”. The kids are healthy, happy and 
excited, and the results are apparent and positive. 

The Need is Great 

Jane reports that on two consecutive days last week, 
mothers came to the gates of the home asking if they 
could leave their boys. These mothers simply can’t 
afford to provide for their families. 

 

Jane and her staff went 
to the dump looking for 
needy boys who could 
benefit most from a 
loving home at 
Life4Kids. 

 

 

 

 

Two new Boys 

The Life4Kids family is growing. Two new boys were 
welcomed to the family this week after Jane and her 
team visited the dump. 

This is your love in action! 

Thank You! 


